
THE GEOGRAPHY FRONT – A World Geography Tournament 

MODERATOR: Rounds consist of 30 questions. There are 3 tiebreakers to be used only in case of a tie. If for any reason a tossup 
needs to be thrown out, please request a replacement from the tournament director. This tournament uses an early-answer reward 
system called “boost marks.” A correct answer given as a result of a buzz made as the boldened text is read will be rewarded with 20 
points, all other answers will receive 10 points. Incorrect answers given before the end of the question will receive a 5-point penalty. 

Round 10 

 

1. A population in this group of islands speaks a creole based on the Yorkshire dialect that has been traced to the 
carpenter William Marsters. An ancient fortress in this island group containing an underground keep set into its 
makatea coral cliffs provided shelter from ‘Atiuan war canoes, and is its Te Pare Fortress on Mitiaro. Most of the 
resources in these islands, including phosphate and manganese, are located near Manihiki. Pukapuka (poo-ka-POO-ka) 
is an ethnically distinct Samoan exclave in these islands. The wreck of the freighter Alexander is found on Maina Motu, 
which together with Tapuaeta’i (ta-PU-ae-tai) and Tekopua enclose its popular Aitutaki (ai-tu-TA-ki) Lagoon. Para O Tane 
Palace hosted a convention of its Ariki leaders leading to an 1887 protectorate now administered by New Zealand from its 
island of Rarotonga. FTP, name this group of 15 Polynesian islands named for a British navigator, with capital Avarua. 

Answer: Cook Islands or Archipelago or Kuki Airani 

2. Konjo is a type of millet wine produced on this formation. The northern city of Kundu located on this formation is 
known for its crocodile worship. The Chutes de Teli (SHOOTS de TE-li) are a series of waterfalls that cascade 
through this formation near the southern city of Djiguibombo (ji-gi-BOM-bo). A religious event revolving around the 
star Sirius is its Sigui festival held every 60 years. This feature found northwest of the plains of the Seno-Gondo is noted 
for its conical thatch-roofed granaries, which were constructed by the Tellem people, and its totemic binu sanctuaries which 
are guarded by priests called Hogons. Togu-na are communal long-houses on this formation which features the triple-terraced 
village of Begnimato (beg-ni-MA-to). The east end of this 90-mile cliff culminates in its nation’s highest point, the Hombori 
Tondo, and its south end parallels the Bani River. FTP, name this home of the Dogon People of Mali. 

Answer: Bandiagara Escarpment (prompt on any early mention of “Dogon” including any kind of highland feature) 

3. An archbishop’s palace in this city contains the Lienzo Petréo Wall, part of the Hatunrumiyoc (ha-tun-roo-MEE-yok) 
Alleyway, and its stonework, which includes the Stone of the Twelve Angles, is also visible in its alley of Loreto. The 
hillside district of San Blas is a colony of modern artists in this city.  Its marketplace is entered by the Santa Clara 
Arch. The Chunchullmayo (chun-chuy-MA-yo) and Huancaro (wan-KA-ro) Rivers water this city before joining the 
Vilcanota (bil-ka-NO-ta). The home of Garcilaso de la Vega (gar-si-LA-so de la VAY-ga) stands opposite this city’s Plaza 
Regocijo (PLA-sa re-ko-SEE-ho). This city’s Santa Catalina convent was built on the foundations of the Acllahuasi (ak-ya-
WA-see), which housed the Virgins of the Sun, and its church of Santo Domingo was built atop the former maize garden of 
Koricancha (ko-ri-KAN-cha). This city in the Huatanay (wa-TA-nay) Valley is guarded by the fortress of Sacsahuamán (sak-
sa-wa-MAN) which represents the head of a puma, and this city features the oldest Plaza de Armas in the Americas. FTP, 
name this city, called the “navel of Tawantinsuyu (ta-wan-tin-SOO-yu)” the former capital of the Incan Empire. 

Answer: Cuzco 

4. The Mungi Stream, which arises at Olmoti, flows into this host of the Makat Salt Lake. The Lori Forest is found on 
the south side of this location whose fresh water sources include the Oljoro Nyuki River and the Goringop Swamp, 
which is fed by the hot spring Ngoitokitok (n-goi-to-KI-tok). Like the similar and nearby Olmoti and Empakaai 
landforms, its creation involved basaltic trachyandesite (tra-key-AN-de-sait) lavas. A namesake conservation area that 
contains this feature also protects the world’s only carbonatite volcano, Oldoinyo Lengai (ol-DOIN-yo LEN-gai), as well as 
the oldest homo habilis fossil source, Olduvai Gorge. That name was inspired by the sound of the cowbells of its Masai 
herdsmen, who have been banned from this area as well as from Serengeti National Park. FTP, name this depression, the 
largest intact, unfilled caldera in the world, the target of a migration of Tanzania’s big five game animals. 

Answer: Ngorongoro Crater 

5. Mango Pir is the highest hill in this city. Oyster Rocks and the islands of Kiamari and Manora protect this city’s 
harbor from storms. Though this city is served by a nuclear power station at Paradise Point, electricity does not reach 
its shantytowns known as katchi abadis, many of which are located in the overpopulated plain of the mostly dry 
Layari River. This city’s business districts of Defense and Clifton define most of its skyline, which includes Bahria Icon 
tower, its nation’s tallest, and the Mohatta Palace. A stock exchange in this city was consolidated with two others in 2016, 



forming a national index which Bloomberg reported as the third best performer of the 2010-2020 decade, the KSE. The 
capital of the province of Sindh, FTP, name this city on the Arabian Sea, the financial capital of, and largest city in, Pakistan. 

Answer: Karachi 

6. Gideon Fagan wrote a symphony named for this ecosystem which ends with a musical depiction of its blossoming 
following winter rains. The mostly dry Carnarvonleegte (kar-NAR-von-leeg-te) drains this region. The town of Graaf-
Reinet is found in this region’s Camdeboo Plains. Its greater and lesser portions are separated by the Swartberg 
(SVART-berg) Mountains. The Touws (TOOVS) and Gourits Rivers pass through the “little” example of this region, whose 
Oudtshoorn (OOTS-horn) is known for its ostrich population, while the Sundays River passes through its Valley of 
Desolation west of the Sneeuberg (SNA-yu-berg). The Square Kilometer Array is a radio telescope located in this region 
which contains its hemisphere’s largest optical telescope. The driest portion of this desert is located north of the Cedarberg 
and is known as the Tankwa, which is part of a succulent biome which also contains its Namaqualand Daisies. FTP, name 
this large desert on the northeast side of the Great Escarpment that forms most of the Cape Provinces of South Africa. 

Answer: The (Great) Karoo (prompt on “Cape Province”) 

7. Evidence of human habitation of this island is preserved in its Beginner’s Luck Cave. A forest reserve on this island 
containing a row of Manna trees known as the “White Knights of Evercreech” are found along a river which loops 
around its Legges Tor. Another river meets the Collingwood beneath Frenchman’s Cap in its Franklin-Gordon Wild 
Rivers National Park. The Furneaux Archipelago is the remnant of a land bridge that once connected this island to Wilson’s 
Promontory. This island’s Lake St. Clair is the deepest in its nation. The Esk River drains this island’s north, while its chief 
river descends from Mt. Ossa and enters Storm Bay. That river, the Derwent, is crossed to Montague Bay from this island’s 
capital, which houses the Museum of Old and New Art, the largest private collection in the Southern Hemisphere. FTP, name 
this island located south of the Bass Strait, a state of Australia with capital Hobart. 

Answer: Tasmania 

8. The Adossa is a violent dancing ceremony celebrated with knives by this country’s Semassi warriors. The Akrowa 
Waterfall is this country’s largest, and is located near its western town of Tomagbé. Another waterfall, the Kpimé, is 
located on the northern slopes of its highest point, the Pic d’Agou. The symbols of this country are its layered mud 
circular Takienta tower houses of the Batammariba (ba-ta-ma-REE-ba) people, part of its Koutammakou (ko-ta-MA-
ku) landscape in its Valley of Tamberma. The Fosse aux Lions (fo-SAY aw-le-ON) is a failed national park near its city of 
Dapaong. Vogan is a lake town in this country known for its Friday fetish market. A former capital of this country is its 
lagoon town of Aného, while its current one contains a semicircular skyscraper with two approaching paraboloid gaps in the 
center that is fronted by a dome, the former headquarters of ECOWAS. FTP, name this nation, the home of the Ewe people, 
with capital Lomé. 

Answer: Republic of Togo or Republique Togolaise 

9. This city’s industry was built combining quarries of Conasauga (ko-na-SAW-ga) Limestone with products of mines 
such as the Wenonah, Ishkooda and Ruffner Mines and those of the Cahaba Coalfields. Some of those mines delivered 
their products to foundries like this city’s Ensley and Sloss furnaces. That industry in this city is celebrated by a 
statue created by Giuseppe Moretti which faces Jones Valley from Red Mountain. This city’s suburbs of Bluff Park and 
Vestavia Hills were swelled by an exodus of its wealthier residents following the results of a campaign in which figures 
lodging at this city’s A.G. Gaston Hotel directed a children’s crusade focused on Kelly Ingram Park. One of those leaders 
wrote a famous letter from a jail in this city with the exhortation “injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere.” FTP, 
name this former steelmaking city in Jefferson County known for its Civil Rights National Monument which contains the 
16th Street Baptist Church, the largest city in Alabama. 

Answer: Birmingham, Alabama 

10. A city on this peninsula ships magnesite from the Yexian (ye-hsian) Mine from a port on Taiping Bay, and its interior 
also contains the Beipo Gold Fields. Due to the high number of military installations, the Miaodao Archipelago 
located to the north of this peninsula was closed to westerners until 2008. The eastern tip of this peninsula is the 
Chengshan Jiao, and is found to the east of its northern port of Weihai. The center of the final kingdom to be conquered by 
Shi Huang Di, known as Qi, was centered in a region of this name whose southern port was a German sphere of influence on 
Jiaozhou Bay, and whose transfer to Japan caused its namesake “question.” Tsingtao is the principal port city on, FTP, what 
peninsula which defines the southern edge of the Bo Hai Sea and is part of its namesake Chinese province with capital Jinan? 

Answer: Shandong Bandao or Peninsula 



11. This region’s Waw Namus, or Mosquito Crater, is an isolated crater that hosts a chain of lakes. The Hun Graben is 
the source of this region’s seismicity, and place names such as Garet Kibrit, or sulfur mountain, suggest that its Haruj 
Mountains are active volcanos. A series of rock arches found in this region’s southwestern Afzejare (af-ze-JA-re) and 
Tin Klega are part of its pictograph-decorated Tadrart Acacus range. The seasonal Wadi ash-Shati provides most of 
the northern part of this region’s water. The Dawada people recover brine shrimp at this region’s Gabraoun Oasis. The 
ruined city of Germa is located in this region which once conducted devastating raids on Leptis Magna. Some of its Berber 
residents have turned to migrant smuggling in absence of revenue from its oilfields of Marzuq and mines in its largest town, 
Sebha. FTP, name this desolate part of the Sahara, the southernmost of Libya’s three regions. 

Answer: the Fezzan (accept Phazania; anti-prompt on “Murzuq” before the mention of the Hun Graben; prompt on “Sahara,” 
”Southwest Libya” etc) 

12. An international park to the north of this city features the Doline of Death and houses the Fringilla (frin-GI-la) 
Ornithology Station. This city’s Judetten (yu-DE-ten) Church was built shortly after the first city on this site, known 
as Twangste (TVANG-ste), was razed. Honey Bridge is this city’s oldest. Altes Haus preserves items from a culture 
which once occupied its Amalienau (a-ma-LYE-nau) and Maraunenhof (ma-RA-wen-hof) neighborhoods, whose 
architecture is recreated at its faux Fisherman’s Village. This city on the Sambia Peninsula’s fortifications include the 
Friedland Gate and the Dohna Tower, which houses specimens from its Yantarna Amber Mine. This city features Fort 
Friedrichsburg, which houses the Museum of World Oceans, and along with a cathedral on Kant Island comprise the 
remnants of a capital whose bridges over the Pregel River once named a problem from Graph Theory. FTP, name this city on 
the Baltic Sea occupying the former site of Königsberg, an exclave of Russia. 

Answer: Kaliningrad 

13. This nation’s chief site of indigenous significance is a boulder covered by petroglyphs on Mt. Richmond, which is near 
its Leaper’s Hill monument, from which those indigenous peoples flung themselves to escape advancing French forces. 
The submarine volcano Kick’em-Jenny is found between its main landmasses, one of which contains the crater lakes 
of Lake Antoine and Grand Etang. Point Salinas is a xeric microclimate in this nation caused by the rain shadow of 
Mt. St. Catherine. Anse la Roche is a cove surrounded by cliffs on a northern island of this country which is important 
habitat for sea turtles. Beausejoir (bo-se-JWAR) and Tyndall Bays indent that northern island of Carriacou (KAR-ya-koo), 
while its main island is indented by Grenville and Grande Anse Bays. A waterfront in this nation is the Carenage, which 
occupies a harbor in a volcanic crater. Its village of Gouyave processes much of its nutmeg crop, which, along with cloves 
and cocoa, are its Isle of Spice’s main product. FTP, name this Caribbean nation with capital St. George’s. 

Answer: Grenada or Gwenad 

14. The homeland of the Yaminawá (ya-mi-na-WA), known as the “people of the axe,” is found in this state, and its 
capital was built on the land of the Canamari (ka-na-MA-ri) and marked with a Gameleira tree. The geoglyphs of 
Placido de Castro can be found in this state. The Foz do Breu are found on its southwestern boundary, on a river 
basin which includes the streams of Gregorio and Embira, to the west of which is found the Serra do Divisor National 
Park. The Ayahuasca (a-ya-WAS-ka)-using Santo Daime syncretism was founded in this state’s capital’s Alto Santo 
neighborhood. The Abunha River is the southeastern border of this state. The Seringa Waterfall is found in the east of this 
state which is dominated by the basin of the Purus and contains the home of Chico Mendes in Xapuri (sha-PU-ri). FTP, name 
this rubber-producing westernmost Brazilian state, the namesake of a war with Bolivia, with capital Rio Branco. 

Answer: Acre 

15. Gathering places for these people may be built in the Gedimu or Yihewani style. These people practice a form of 
education known as Jingtang Jiaoyu. The term Dungan is a Russian reference to these people living in Kyrgyzstan 
and Kazakhstan, while in Myanmar they are referred to as Panthay. The southwestern reaches of the Ordos Desert 
encompass an autonomous province for this people group. The Manchu mandated a phrase “the emperor, may he live 
forever” be added to another phrase ending with “most gracious, most merciful” on entrances to their places of worship, 
including the largest example in Xi’an, which are referred to as “pure truth temples.” Mostly living in Ningxia Province and 
descending from Silk Road traders, FTP, name this Chinese nationality consisting of Mandarin speakers who are historical 
practitioners of Islam. 

Answer: Hui-tsu  

16. This city’s Balkan Mile is the center of a large Serbian community in Ottakring. This city’s oldest tavern lies in its 
Fleischmarkt Street, which is its Greek Quarter. A suburb of this city contains the HoHo Tower, the world’s tallest 
wooden skyscraper in the planned community of Aspern. This city’s main natural greenbelt is its Lobau Forest. 



Freyung is one of this city’s wealthier gathering spaces. Marcus Aurelius wrote his Meditations while camped at a fortress 
which now lies beneath this city’s Michelenplatz (mi-HEL-en-platz). This city’s main park, the Prater, is found beyond its 
Gurtel road, which encloses the formerly Jewish district of Leopoldstadt. The Ankeruhr Clock presides over this city’s 
central Hoher Markt. This city is enclosed by a road that replaced this city’s fortifications, the Ringstrasse (RING-stra-sa), 
which encloses its Stephan’s Cathedral and its central palace, the Hofburg. FTP, name this home of Belvedere Palace, the 
capital of Austria. 

Answer: Vienna 

17. This island’s oxisol soils contain unusual concentrations of non-fissiogenic protactinium (pro-tak-TIN-ium) and 
thorium which are associated with upwelling and extreme erosion of its coral headlands. Most of this island’s industry 
is concentrated at Fonuakula. Erosion of a microkarst environment on this island’s northwest shore has created its 
Limu Pools and Talava Arches. This island’s canyons include Togo and Vaikona, whose sharp pinnacles have been 
compared to Madagascar’s Tsinghy formations.  Halagigie (ha-la-GI-gi) and ToFa Points are peninsulas on this island that is 
protected by the Beveridge Reef. This island was declared to be the first dark sky nation due to an ISO error including the 
word “republic” in its official name. FTP, name this autonomous island known as the Rock of Polynesia, found northeast of 
Tonga, whose capital is Alofi and which is administered by New Zealand. 

Answer: Niue 

18. A former multicultural area in this entity was its silver mine at Gjyteli (gyi-TE-li), of which only the stone towers of 
Novo Brdo remain. A former capital of this place is home to the Torbeshi and Gorani people, was founded as 
Theranda, and contains the Kaljaja (kal-YA-ya) Castle. That former capital in this entity is located at the confluence 
of the Lumbardhi (loom-BAR-thee) and Bystrica (bee-STREE-tsa) Rivers, contains its founder’s Church of Our Lady 
Falling Asleep, and is the seat of its main ethnicity’s renaissance, the Rilindja (ri-LIND-ya). Its monastery at Gračanica 
(gra-cha-NEE-tsa) is the main example of one of its religions’ Central School of Architecture, a more famous example of 
which is its Dečanski (de-CHAN-ski) Monastery, which was built near a seat of an autocephalous church near Peć (PETS). 
The lands of that church give the second part of the provincial name of this entity. A large plain near its capital is known as 
the Field of Blackbirds. FTP, name this breakaway republic including the aforementioned cultural center of Prizren with 
capital Priština (pri-SHTEE-na). 

Answer: Kosovo-(Metohije) 

19. The Marte Gomez Dam lies on a river in this state. Its El Cielo Biosphere Reserve is its nation’s northernmost cloud 
forest, and its cenote El Zacatón near Aldama is the deepest sinkhole in the world. Its mountainous south contains the 
Sierra El Pinal, La Gloria, and its highest point in the Pedragoso Sierra. The Cerro El Bernal is the mountain featured on 
its coat of arms. The massive Laguna Madre is found on its coast. El Sabinito Ruin and Balcón de Montezuma are two of the 
Huastec settlements of its Soto La Marina river valley, considered the northern limit of Mesoamerican architecture. The 
Guayalejo (gwa-ya-LE-ho) River forms the southern boundary of this state, whose port of Tampico is often compared to New 
Orleans due to its wrought ironwork balconies. FTP, name this Mexican state with capital Ciudad Victoria, whose cities of 
Reynosa and Matamoros (ma-ta-MO-ros) lie across the Rio Grande from Brownsville, Texas. 

Answer: Tamaulipas 

20. The butte of Likhoefaneng (li-kwa-FA-neng) is found south of a trailhead leading to this mountain. Bird’s Nest Cave 
is a waypoint on its Mkomazi (m-ko-MA-zi) Pass route, which ends on a promontory of the Mohlesi Ridge. That route 
crosses the Manhong and Sehonghong (se-HONG-hong) Rivers. Its nation’s national flower, the spiral aloe, may be 
found growing on its middle western slopes, which are accessed from the village of Mokhotlong (mo-KOT-long). 
Vergelegen (ver-ge-LE-gen) Nature Reserve is a common starting point for attempts on this peak, though a road to the 
international border crossing at Sani Pass on its south slope which begins at Underberg and ascends a cliff known as 
Moshoeshoe’s (mo-SHWA-shwa’s) Finger eliminates half of the climb. The Maluti Mountains collide with a mountain range 
whose name means “a battlement of spears,” or Kwathlamba, at this mountain. FTP, name this highest mountain in the 
Drakensberg Mountains, the highest point in Lesotho. 

Answer: Thabana Ntlenyana or Thadentsonyane or Thabantshonyana 

21. A thesis arguing for mutual agreements concerning this structure focuses on the fact that it eludes the fertile slopes of 
the Long Mountain and bulges east at Pennygadden. Hatterall Ridge is a natural barrier separating the two sections 
of this structure, which despite its name has large sections that date to the 5th Century. An earlier structure parallel 
to its newest portion runs from Basingwerk to Morda Brook to its east and is attributed to Cynwulf. Part of this structure 
stretches from Rushock Hill to Llanfynydd (thlan-VI-nith), and was erected on the eastern side of the Wye Gorge. A national 



trail beginning at Prestatyn and ending at the Severn Estuary parallels this structure which overlooks Tintern Abbey near 
Chepstow and that cuts across the western borders of Herefordshire and Shropshire with Powys. FTP, name this large 
earthwork structure that parallels the border of England and Wales, named for an 8th Century king of Mercia. 

Answer: Offa’s Dyke or Clawdd Offa 

22. Picasso’s Woman with Folded Hands was inspired by masks of an ethnic group of this present-day region. The Tanga 
and Ngumbi peoples are found in its coastal region. A mountain range whose eastern end is at Mikomeseng (mi-ko-
ME-sang) separates the Campo watershed, whose namesake forms its northern border, with its principal river, and 
the Central Range, which contains Monte Alen National Park, divides the northern basin of this region from the basin 
of the Utamboni (u-tam-BO-ni). The Abia River joins the Uoro (of this region) to form the Benito in the territory of the 
Fang. Its chief city is the port of Bata, although a city formerly named Oyala, now the capital of its brand new Djibloho (ji-
BLO-ho) Province served by Mengomeyen’s (men-go-MA-yens) new Obiang International Airport, is primed to replace 
Malabo. FTP, name this region named for an estuary on its southwestern border, the home of the city of La Paz, the future 
capital of Equatorial Guinea located in its continental territory. 

Answer: Rio Muni or Mbini (accept Fang if given before “region” is read and prompt on “Spanish Guinea” before “present day”). 

23. A failed ambush laid on this island involved the wrecked steamer Saida Maru. This island’s native name refers to a 
unique ship channel which accesses its main lagoon, though the first European to sight it named it Matthew Island, 
while its archipelago was formerly named Kingsmill. The island of Abaiang is located directly north of this island. 
Teinainano (tay-nai-NA-no) Urban Center administers the most densely populated portion of this island. A ferry to 
Buota connects its northern and southern ends. One of its nation’s main ports is at Bikenibeu (bi-ke-NI-byu) and the main 
administrative center is at Bairiki. Two cemeteries whose location had been forgotten were rediscovered on his island in 
2015. A defender of this island once stated that it would take “one million men one hundred years” to conquer it. A film shot 
on this island was the first to display deceased American servicemen, which were shown on Red Beaches 1 through 3 on 
Betio. FTP, name this coral atoll, the site of a large World War II American landing in the Gilbert Islands and today the 
capital of Kiribati (KI-ri-bas). 

Answer: Tarawa 

24. The Caverns of Betharram are found to this city’s west. Myroslav Nimciv (NIM-tsiv) designed a 5-domed Ukrainian 
Church in this city in 1982. An abandoned railway, the Voie Verte des Gaves (voy vert de GAV), accesses the Pic du 
Jer (pik du JER), which is this city’s main overlook. This city’s castle fort was once occupied by a Moor who was 
converted by the Black Virgin of Puy and took a name that was later given to this city. The Moulin de Boly and a former 
prison named Le Cachot (lay ka-SHO) were former homes of this city’s most famous resident. This city lies at the mouth of 
the Gavarnie Gorge on the rapids of the Gave de Pau (GAV de pow). The Basilique du Rosaire (ba-si-LEEK du ro-SEIR) and 
the Basilique Superieur (ba-si-LEEK su-pe-ri-YUR) cover a series of caves in this city. FTP, name this city, a pilgrimage site 
known for a miraculous spring beneath the Massabielle Grotto that was the site of several apparitions of the Virgin Mary to 
St. Bernadette in Southern France. 

Answer: Lourdes 

25. This mountain is located within its indigenous community’s Tachal region, known as “Grandfather Country” to the 
Southern Tutchone People, and the Aishihik People dwell in the maze of valleys to its east. The King’s Trench, as well 
as Hummingbird and Warbler Ridge are ascent routes leading to this mountain, and most of the ascent is complete by 
the time climbers reach Prospector’s Col. This source of the Hubbard and Malaspina Glaciers has eleven summits, 
including its north peak, Tudor Peak, and its east peak, Stuart Peak, which are included within the largest base circumference 
in the world. Towering over the Seward Glacier to the west, this is, FTP, what mountain, the centerpiece of Kluane National 
Park, named for the founder of the Canadian Geological Survey, located in the St. Elias Mountains of the Yukon, the highest 
point in Canada, which was nearly re-named for Pierre Trudeau? 

Answer: Mount Logan (I apologize for being unable to find any native names, but if someone gives a native name as an answer, 
please call time out to confirm it). 

26. The Turri is a clock tower in this city that is one of its symbols. It’s not San Francisco, but a 1906 earthquake in this 
city demolished its Edwards Mansion, making way for a cathedral that became the heart of its Almendral district. 
The El Peral funicular in this city accesses its Cerro Alegre, which contains its Palacio Baburizza (ba-bu-RI-tsa) 
Museum of Fine Arts. This city’s northern twin contains the gardens of the Quinta Vergara. This city’s opulent Church 
of La Matriz was once plundered by Sir Francis Drake. The peninsula of Point Angeles outlines this city’s harbor. This city’s 
Cerro Playa Ancha district overlooks multicolored homes on a rolling landscape, one of which is the coral pink and blue 



mansion La Sebastiana. The dock Muelle Prat (MWE-ye prat) lies on its Plaza Sotomayor and is home to the Martyrs of 
Iquique (ee-KEE-kay) Monument. This city contains a horseshoe-shaped palace in its neighborhood of El Plan built by 
Augusto Pinochet. The southern twin of Viña del Mar is, FTP, what Chilean port city, its legislative capital? 

Answer: Valparaíso 

27. This feature is administered by rangers of the Yuku, Baja and Muliku peoples, who run a rescue operation for species 
within it based at Archer Point. Periodic discharges from the Yabulu Tailings Dam release nitrates into this feature, 
and the Ok Tedi Mine, which drains into the Fly River, is commonly accused of damaging it. A creature known as the 
crown of thorns is a major invasive species of this feature found on the windward edge of Hinchinbrook and Whitsunday 
Islands. Capricorn and Frasier are outlying examples of this feature’s component substructures. Much of the research on this 
feature is completed on Heron Island, which lies near its southernmost terminus of Lady Elliott Island, and it extends north to 
Bramble Cay on the Torres Strait, which has seen severe bleaching. FTP, name this feature of the southwestern edge of the 
Coral Sea composed of bryozoans, algae and calcareous remains of polyp skeletons. 

Answer: Great Barrier Reef 

28. Speculation that the water table in this ecological region derives from a comet impact stems from a large circular 
depression found northwest of its town of Uchkuduk (OOCH-ku-dook). Another of its depressions is the Jurakuduk 
(ju-RA-ku-dook), which contains a dinosaur quarry. The center of this desert contains the Muruntau Goldfield. Its 
northwest is severely weathered into takyrs, while its salty soils form extensive playas known as solonchak. Cliffs known as 
chinks overlook this desert from the westerly Ust-Yurt Plateau. A miscalculation in the rainfall of this desert resulted in the 
creation of its Aydar Lake while diverting one of its principal rivers. The Karakalpak (ka-ra-KAL-pak) Autonomous 
Republic is located in this desert. FTP, name this desert located between the Amu Darya and Syr Darya Rivers whose name 
means “Red Sands” in Kazakh. 

Answer: Kyzyl Kum Desert (prompt on “Transoxiana” or the “Doab” until “desert”; prompt on “Steppe,” etc) 

29. Bungkul Park is an important garden in this city in which the House of Sampoerna houses much of its nation’s 
cigarette industry. Pasar Pabean is the main marketplace of this city’s Chinatown, which was described by Ma Huan 
during a voyage of Zheng Ho which also mentioned its port of Gresik. The Qubah in this city contains the grave of 
Sunan Ampel, who introduced Islam in the 15th Century. The old town of this city contains a blend of Arabian and Dutch 
architecture and is linked to its modern portion by the Jembatan Merah Bridge, which saw most of the fighting of the first 
battle of its nation’s independence war, and crosses the Kali Mas River. This city’s nickname is Kota Pahlawan, or city of 
heroes, and is home to its nation’s navy. A former capital of Majapahit (ma-ja-PA-hit) located on the Gulf of Madura, FTP, 
name this cradle of the Indonesian revolution, the 3rd largest Indonesian city located on the eastern end of the island of Java. 

Answer: Surabaya 

30. A long-lasting eruption of a volcano on Perim Island once caused this body of water to evaporate completely. The al-
Khaharr Lagoon sees the swiftest currents in this body of water which has the world’s only poleward eastern 
boundary current. Temporal surface winds leave bottom currents as its main mixing agents, though hot brine pools are 
found in its Chain and Discovery Deeps. Reefs of this body of water include the St. John and Elphinstone reefs, as well as the 
Carless Barrier, located in its Giftun Islands. Its volcanic archipelagos of El Akhawein (el-AK-a-wain) and Dahlak are noted 
for their pearl-fisheries. A nation in its south exports coffee through its western port of Mocha. Its north supports the city of 
Sharm-el-Sheikh, while more southerly and more important ports include Hodeida, Massawa, and Jiddah. Accessed from the 
south via the Bab el-Mandeb, For ten points, name this body of water whose extensions are the Gulfs of Aqaba and Suez, 
found between Africa and Arabia. 

Answer: Red Sea or Bahr el-Amar or Yam Suph 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tiebreakers 

31. This administrative division governs the Al Zorah Nature Reserve, one of its nation’s few remaining mangrove 
forests. One of its exclaves contains the Al Mareer Fort and is home to the Na’im tribe which was involved in the 
Buraimi Dispute with Hatta; another is home to the Sharqiyin (shar-ke-YIN) Tribe, is known as its nation’s 
breadbasket, and once issued stamps created by Finbar Kinney. The Al Murabaa Watchtower and a gravel and plaster 
tri-tower known as the Red Fort are in the main body of this polity. This polity, which uses a solid red flag as its standard, 
administers its namesake Free Zone, its nation’s largest artificial harbor. With the exception of the Masfout and Manama 
exclaves, its main body is surrounded by Sharjah, and like Sharjah its urban development is continuous with the city of 
Dubai. FTP, name this smallest but fourth most populous of the seven emirates that make up the UAE. 

Answer: Ajman 

32. The northwestern edge of this body of water is noted for the massive basaltic cliffs of Gåseland and is named for a 
captain of the La Liloise who vanished while trying to map it; a later expedition of Georg Amdrup found its Nansen 
and Kivioq Inlets as well as Sokongen Island. The opposing side contains the hexagonally jointed Cliffs of Lódrangar, said 
to be an Elven chapel. The Irminger Current skirts the southern portion of this channel. Its narrowest point is between Cape 
Tupinier on the Blosseville Coast and the peninsulas of the Hornstrandir. The Prinz Eugen destroyed the HMS Hood in this 
channel in a battle also involving the Bismarck. The westward sloping bottom of this body of water contains an aquatic sill 
that promotes formation of North Atlantic Deep Water, and is thus the beginning of the Global Thermohaline Conveyor and 
the site of the world’s largest submarine waterfall. The island of Jan Mayen lies northeast of, FTP, what strait that separates 
Iceland and Greenland, named for a country? 

Answer: Denmark Strait or Danmarksstrædet or Grænlandssund (until “named for a country”) 

33. Ricardo Brugada is a notorious slum in this city that is known culturally as La Chacarita (la cha-ka-RI-ta) and rests 
on the southern end of its namesake bay. The infamously overcrowded Tacumbú prison is located below a hill in this 
city, while another hill is famous for its springtime lapacho blooms, Cerro Lambaré. This city’s suburb of Villa Elisa 
was its nation’s only Swedish colony and a secondary location of its nation’s Lake Ypacaraí (i-pa-ka-RAI) Festival. 
This city lies across the river from a region named for Rutherford B. Hayes, who awarded most of its country’s western land. 
An early 1990s era restoration of this city focused on its Manzana de la Rivera, which is now its cultural center. This city’s 
Casa de Independencia saw the first South American declaration of independence by a government that now meets in its 
Palacio de Lopez. FTP, name this capital of Paraguay. 

Answer: Asunción 


